Directions to the Dolomites, Corvara & Badia

Please ensure that you circulate this information to the rest of your party.

Where to go on your arrival – Corvara

Chalet Angelo & Hotel Panorama - Please check in at Chalet Angelo - Chalet Angelo is situated above the village. From Arabba you will enter into the village of Corvara just after going under a bridge. Immediately turn right just after the Corvara Apartments (Str. Arlara), As you turn up the hill you will pass a church on your left. Continue up this road then bear left. Chalet Angelo is on your left hand side, just after Hotel Panorama.


Chalet Roch, Verena Apt, Chalet Alpi and All Other Self Caterers - Please check in at Chalet Roch - From Arabba you will enter into the village of Corvara, Chalet Roch is in northern part of the village. Continue all the way down the main street then turn left, signposted ‘Passo Gardena’ & ‘Colfosco’. Turn immediately right onto Strada Sassongher and continue 800 yards turning right after Chalet Bracun. Chalet Roch is immediately on the left-hand side.

www.bit.ly/Chalet-Roch-Direcions Chalet Roch Strada Parüs 1, 39033 Corvara, Italia - 0039 0471 836204

Where to go on your arrival – Badia

Chalet Haus Valentin - sits above the village centre, to the West. Upon entering the centre of the village, take the first left after the bus stop onto Strada Pedraces – opposite the Tourist Information a small crescent of shops. This road has brown signs indicating both ‘Runch’ and ‘Ciaminades’. Follow this road up and around to the left before reaching a fork in the road outside the hotel ‘Gran Ander’ (on your left). Take the left hand fork, which remains on the level, for a further 100m to find Haus Valentin on your left.


Resort Contact Details

Chalet Haus Valentin 0039 0471 839687
Chalet Roch 0039 0471 836204
Chalet Angelo 0039 0471 835738
Resort Manager 0044 7426 264 289 / 0039 3478 212 648 / 0039 3894 925 322
Collett’s Ltd 0044 (0) 1799 513 331
Emergency Services 118 / Ambulance 118 / Fire 115 / Police 112

Addresses for Satellite Navigation

Our staff will be able to meet you after 3.30pm visit www.colletts.co.uk/eta to submit your Estimated Time of Arrival if you haven’t already done so - Thank you.

Chalet Haus Valentin Via Runcac 35, 39036 Badia, Italia
Chalet Roch Strada Parüs 1, 39033 Corvara, Italia
Chalet Angelo Strada Sciuz 5, 39033 Corvara, Italia

Google Map Directions

Use the following links for Google map directions:
www.bit.ly/Directions-to-Valentin for directions to Chalet Haus Valentin in Badia
www.bit.ly/Directions-to-Roch for directions to Chalet Roch in Corvara
www.bit.ly/Directions-to-Angelo for directions to Chalet Angelo in Corvara

Directions to the Dolomites

These directions are only a guide of how to reach Badia or Corvara. Please use your own sat nav or printed directions together with these directions. AA route planner is a good site to use theaa.com/route-planner

For more information regarding your arrival visit colletts.co.uk/dolomites/handbook/

Or if you are joining us on a Hut to Hut Itinerary colletts.co.uk/hut/handbook/

For the latest photos, blogs and information from resort see our facebook page facebook.com/collettssmountainholidays

On Arrival - Our staff will be able to meet you after 3.30pm visit www.colletts.co.uk/eta to submit your Estimated Time of Arrival if you haven’t already done so - Thank you.
From Venice Marco Polo Airport

1. If driving from Venice Marco Polo, on leaving the carpark head to the exit, then take the first exit at the roundabout towards the green sign ‘Autostade’.
2. Once clear of the junction get in the left hand lane. Follow the green sign ‘AUTO STRADE’ (also signed in blue to TREVIISO) which will take you to a roundabout, take the second exit to ‘AUTO STRADE’.
3. Continue on this road follow signs to BELLUNO and ‘AUTO STRADE’.
4. After about 10 km, you will arrive at the first tolls. Approach these in any lane NOT MARKED TELEPASS or VIACARD.
5. At the tolls no money is required - just press the round red button and take a ticket, which you will present at the final toll station before leaving the motorway at Belluno.
6. Now go to Instruction 13 within From Treviso Airport

From Treviso Airport

7. If driving from Treviso,
   a. You may have picked up your hire car from the same side of the road as the airport in that case turn right onto the main road (busy road!)
   b. If you picked it up your hire car from the car park across the main road from the airport then turn left onto the main road.
8. From the main road, within 300 meters you will arrive at a roundabout, where you should take the second exit signposted ‘A27 VENEZIA & VITTORIO V’.
9. You are now on the Treviso ring road. Stay on this for about 5 km until you come to a small slip road to the right signed to ‘A27 VENEZIA & BELLUNO’.
10. After a short distance, you will arrive at another roundabout, where you should take the first exit, continue to follow signs to ‘A27 VENEZIA & BELLUNO’.
11. Get in the left lane signed BELLUNO for the ‘A27 Autostrada’. This will take you to the tolls for the motorway. Approach these in any lane NOT MARKED TELEPASS or VIACARD.
12. No money required here- just press the round red button and take a ticket, which you will present at the final toll station before leaving the motorway at Belluno.
13. Immediately get in the left lane for the Autostrada signed to Belluno.
14. Now go to instructions From Venice Marco Polo & Treviso Airports

From Venice Marco Polo & Treviso Airports

15. Near Belluno the motorway comes to an end. Approach the tolls here in one of the lanes to the right not signed ‘Telepass’ or ‘Viacard’. Cost approx. €7.50 for guests travelling from Venice Marco Polo and €5.70 from Treviso.
16. Continue on the same road as it becomes a single lane and makes a sharp left turn. The road will then fork into two, where you will take the right fork signed for Belluno.
17. Follow the slip road around joining SS51 into the outskirts of Belluno. You will pass a Lidl on the left side which makes a good place for self-caterers to do a pre-holiday shop.
18. After about 3 or 4kms, you will arrive at a roundabout. Turn right onto the 1st exit signposted to BELLUNO NORD and AGORDO. (Belluno is signposted both straight on and to the right.)
19. Follow the road for less than 2km, and take the 2nd exit at the roundabout following signs towards BELLUNO & AGORDO.
20. You are now heading towards the centre of Belluno on a main road that eventually becomes flanked by warehouses and big out-of-town shops. (Self-caterers might want to stop here to do a pre-holiday shop - look out for the hypermarket Emisfero on your right). From this point, you should continue to follow signs to AGORDO.
21. After 5 km along this road, the first exit at a roundabout that is signposted to AGORDO, the junction is opposite a petrol station.
22. This road eventually takes you across a white fenced bridge and arrives at another roundabout where you should take the first exit to AGORDO. You are now on your way to Agordo, which is about 35km from Belluno.
23. Stay on this road, first following signs to Agordo then you will follow signs to ALLEGHE. The signs to ALLEGHE will direct you across the bypass around Agordo, it is just before the village centre (look out for a sharp left hand bend in the road, just before a petrol station). From the bypass, it will take about 60 mins to get to Arabba.
24. Continue on this road through the lakeside town of Alleghe then following signs to CAPRILE.
25. In CAPRILE (3km after Alleghe), reach the centre of the village and turn right at the junction signed to ARABBA - 21kms to go. Follow the windy roads up to ARABBA. (There is an alternative sign for Arabba shown as 19km but this can be likened to a scene from the Italian Job on a one way road so it is best to go the slightly longer and easier route.)
26. In the centre of Arabba, take the 1st exit at the roundabout following signs to CORVARA (10kms from Arabba).
27. If you are staying in CORVARA, see below for further directions to check in. If going to BADIA follow the road through Corvara and then LA VILLA and soon you will arrive in Badia (6km from Corvara). See below for further directions to Chalet Haus Valentin.

From Milan, Bergamo, Brescia & Verona Airports

1. Ultimately you need to make your way to the A22 motorway that goes north from just west of Verona to Trento, Bolzano and the Brenner Pass... and eventually into Austria.
2. If you are driving from Milan (Linate/Malpensa airports), Bergamo (Orio al Serio airport) or Brescia (Brescia-Montichiari airport), simple get onto the A4 motorway that goes west/east from Milan to Venice. It is signed for Venezia (Venice). When looking to get onto a motorway, watch out for green road signs and the word ‘AUTO STRADE’.
3. From any of these airports follow the motorway until the A22 to BRENNERO is signposted. If you are in good time, the weather is good and you enjoy driving you can also take the SS45 which heads north just after Brescia and flanks the west coast of Lake Garda before joining the A22 motorway at Trento.
4. On the A22 motorway, (a toll road), head north past Trento & Bolzano to the junction for CHIUSA & VAL GARDENA.
5. Leave the motorway here, approaching the toll booths in any lane not marked Telepass or Viacard and pay the toll (approx. €9.30).
6. Once clear of the tolls join the SS242, following signs to the VAL GARDENA. Follow this road right up through the Val gardena and its villages ORTISEI, SANTA CRISTINA and SELVA. This road then climbs steeply out of Selva and eventually as you get closer to the Sella Massif itself turn left towards PASSO GARDENA and CORVARA. Continue on this road to Corvara. If staying in Corvara see below for further directions to to check in. If travelling on to Badia go to directions no. 7.
7. From the T junction, for BADIA turn left and follow the road through LA VILLA and soon you will arrive in Badia (6km from Corvara). See below for further directions to Chalet Haus Valentin.
Where to go on your arrival - Corvara

Chalet Angelo & Hotel Panorama

- Please check in at Chalet Angelo
- Chalet Angelo is situated above the village. From Arabba you will enter into the village of Corvara. Immediately turn left after the Corvara Apartments (Str. Arla), as you turn up the hill you will pass a church on your left. Continue up this road then bear left. Chalet Angelo is on your left hand side, just after Hotel Panorama.

www.bit.ly/Chalet-Angelo-Directions

Chalet Angelo
Strada Sciuz 5, I-39033 Corvara, Italia - 0039 0471 835738

Hotel Panorama
Passo Gardena 5, I-39033 Corvara, Italia - 0039 0471 835738

Chalet Roch, Verena Apt, Chalet Alpi and All Other Self Cateries

- Please check in at Chalet Roch
- From Arabba you will enter into the village of Corvara. Chalet Roch is in the northern part of the village. Continue all the way down the main street then turn left, signposted 'Passo Gardena' & 'Colfosco'. Turn immediately right onto Strada Sassongher and continue 800 yards turning right after Chalet Bracun. Chalet Roch is immediately on your left hand side.

www.bit.ly/Chalet-Roch-Directions

Chalet Roch
Strada Parüs 1, 39033 Corvara, Italia - 0039 0471 836204

www.facebook.com/collettsmountainholidays
Where to go on your arrival – Badia
Chalet Haus Valentin

- sits above the village centre, to the West. Upon entering the centre of the village, take the first left after the bus stop onto Strada Pedraces – opposite the Tourist Information. A small crescent of shops. This road has brown signs indicating both 'Runch' and 'Ciaminades'. Follow this road up and round to the left before reaching a fork in the road outside the hotel 'Gran Ander' (on your left). Take the left hand fork, which remains on the level, for a further 100m to find Haus Valentin on your left.

www.bit.ly/Haus-Valentin-Directions
Chalet Haus Valentin
Via Runcac 35, I-39036 Badia, Italia – 0039 0471 839687

Where to go on your arrival – Badia
Directions back to Venice Marco Polo and Treviso Airports

www.bit.ly/Venice-Marlo-Polo-Airport
www.bit.ly/Treviso-Airport

From Badia & Corvara - head towards Arabba via the Campolongo Pass. Turn left when you reach the roundabout in Arabba and follow this road through Pieve following signs to Falzarego and Cortina.
You will eventually reach a hairpin bend where 'Venezia' and 'Caprile' are signposted off to the right. Turn right here and follow this road down to the T-junction in Caprile. Turn left at the T-junction in Caprile, signposted to 'Belluno'. This road takes you through the beautiful lakeside village of Alleghe and a little while later brings you on to the bypass around the small town of Agordo.
Continue on out of Agordo and stay on this road until you reach Belluno (all the while following signs for Belluno). At the first roundabout you reach in Belluno, turn left (signposted in green to VENEZIA A27) crossing a wire sided bridge and continue straight on to the next roundabout where you will again turn left. Follow this road through Belluno which will lead past several out of town shops and eventually to a roundabout in a small satellite part of Belluno, Ponte Nelle Alpi. Here turn left, again signposted in green to VENEZIA A27. Follow this road for a few kilometres, then turn right following signs for the motorway and VENEZIA. Once on the motorway take a ticket from the automatic booths which are a short distance along the road (approach in any lane not marked 'Telepass' or 'Viacard') and follow the motorway to VENEZIA - from here it will take around 50 minutes to get to Treviso and 55 minutes to get to Venice Marco Polo (for hire car drivers it is worth filling up your vehicle at TREVISO NORD Services).

For Treviso AIRPORT exit at TREVISO SUD. Pay at the tolls (go to any booth not marked Telepass or Viacard), then get into the left hand lane and go left at the roundabout (third exit). After a short distance, the road merges with another busy road, watch out for traffic coming in from your right. Continue on this road until you pass the second petrol station on the right and then take the slip road signed to the right signed for AEROPORTO. This will take you to a roundabout where you should turn left (fourth exit) following signs marked AEROPORTO.

After the roundabout, the airport is 200 metres on your left. Car hire return car parks are located on the right opposite the airport.

For Venice Marco Polo AIRPORT continue until the end of the motorway following the signs to VENEZIA.
As the motorway ends there is the final toll to pay and a little way beyond this you need to get into the left hand lane signed for the airport. Continue in this lane, which eventually becomes two lanes again until signs indicate to turn right at a junction controlled by traffic lights. After turning right at these lights the airport complex is some 400m along the road on the left. Car hire return car parks are located in the centre car park.